A strategy for screening bioactive components from natural products based on two-dimensional cell membrane chromatography and component-knockout approach.
Cell membrane chromatography (CMC) is a bioaffinity chromatographic method used to screen active compounds from natural products. However, since the receptor capacity of CMC column is limited, high content/affinity compounds may cause column overloading and thus lead to ignorance of other positive candidates. For avoiding this effect and comprehensively discovering bioactive components, a strategy based on two-dimensional CMC and component-knockout approach was proposed. As an illustrative case study, red yeast rice (RYR), a rice product with good myocardial protective effect in clinical studies, was selected as the model experimental sample. For discovering its potential cardioprotective compounds, a CMC model with H9c2 rat cardiac myoblasts (H9c2/CMC) with good selectivity, stability and reproducibility was established. By using two-dimensional H9c2/CMC-HPLC coupled with QTOF MS system, three components were firstly screened out. After knocking out high content/affinity compound, another four bioactive compounds were then found. By this two-round screening, column overloading caused by high concentration or infinity compounds was avoided, and trace compounds were enriched. As a result, one pigment and six monacolins from RYR were fished out. The results indicate the proposed strategy might be used to discover active compounds from complex matrix.